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1. Introduction 

It is interesting to seek the simplest way solving nonlinear evolution equations (NLEE) . A 
!) 

contribution by Crum should be emphasized, where a simple way of potential proliferation had 

given for the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator and the resulting potential is characterized 
2) 

by a parameter. Wadati et al had pointed out that is applicable for the Backlund transformation 

(BT) solving the integrable NLEE. We thought Crum's method well comparable to a version of 
y-5) Riemann-Hilbert transform (RHTJ except for the contribution from continuous scattering data. 

Recently various kinds of transformations have been studied for integrable NLEE's. Our hope is 

to arive at such a situation based on the RHT. Along this thema we specially show a crucial 

point for deriving the BT in this note. 

Discussions are given generally as possible. Based on the RHT, we derive a general and 

direct potential proliferation by using a projection matrix. The proliferation formula generally 
6) 

solves soliton solutions, but we distinguish this from the BT. according to Alberty et al, we de-

rive the Riccati equation and change the RHT as suitable for description of the associated 

transformation between solutions of Riccati eqs. The resulting transformation includes, a "singu

lar" one and we find it playing a kee role for deriving the BT. For examples the two-dimension

al M X M-AKNS class of NLEE's is discussed and we show how to eliminate the Riccati slution 

from the transformation. 

2. Direct Potential Proliferation 

We consider matrices cp and cP with a parameter A, satisfying 

(cP(,1; · ))Tcp(,1; · ) = 8(,1), (2.1) 

where orders (=M) of matrices and the number of dimensions are arbitrary, and 8(,1) is inde

pendent on dimensional variables. We assume another pair of matrices cf>1 and cP\ 

(2.2) 

and define a transformation as 
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(2.3) 

(2.3) 

Both upper-scripts "o" and "1" are used to distuinguish both original arid excited states, respec
tively. 

A 1-form {2 (A; • ) is introduced to give general evolutions of the system, 

(2.5) 

and d4'0 means the exterior derivative of 4'0 (A;· ). The exteriour derivative of eq. (2.5) de
fines a flat connection, ie., the integrable condition 

Because d4'1 = d(X4'0) = (dX+X[J0)4'0 = {21X4'0, we obtain 

n1 = dX·X-1+Xn°X-1. 

Since d ( tP T 4') = 0, adjoint relations are similarly given by 

It is necessary to determine both matrices X and X, then we assume these as 

X(A; ·) = 1-a(A)P( · ), XT(A; ·) = 1-a(A)P( • ), 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where P ( =P2) a projection matrix, while both scalars a and ii constants. Because XT (A) X (A) 
= 1, we must set 

a(A)+a(A) = a(A)a(A). (2.10) 

We can find a simplest solution of eq. (2.10) as 

a (A) = �o:�:o , ii (A) = �o:
A
A
o
o. (2.11) 

The projection matrix can be chosen as 
p l�o><�ol Pz= P, (2.12) <�ol�o> ' 

where I �o > = 4'0 (Ao) lc >, < �o I = <c I tP0 (�o), c and c are arbitrary constants. 
It is not difficult to get the exterior derivateve of eq. (2.12), 

the exrivative of eq. (2.12), 

From eqs. (2.7) , (2.9) , (2.10) and (2.13) we can obtain the proliferation of A -dependent 
potential {2 (A; • ) , 

fj.{J == {21-{20 
= ii(A) (1-P) { [J0(X0)-[J0(A) } P 

+a(A)P { [J0(�0)-[J0(A) } (1-P). 
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3. Riccati Equation and Connection to Projection Matrix 

We take a quantity Yki =yi/yk, where ly > { = ly1, y2 , .,. > } is a vector satisfying eq. 
(2.5), then its derivative is given b/l · 

d - � n j q_ � jn· k q Yki - � q Yk 4Yk q Yk · q q (3.1) 

This can be regarded as the Riccati equation, and the conservation laws can be derived actual

ly. For this purpose we define 

(3.3) 

Here wi is a closed form, that is, 

dwi = � (npi/\JJqi)yPiYiq = 0, (3.3) p.q 
because (JJP

i 1\JJq
i) is anti-symmetric while y/yiq symmetric as to (p, q). If we expand dwi (A) 

as to A, infinite conservation laws are obtained� 
From eq. (3.1) we can define a vector type of Riccati equation, 

where lyi> =I y >fyi. Here we must note 

dwi = <j I { dJJ-JJ/\JJ } IYi>+ wji\Wj = 0, 

(3.4) 

that is, wi is a closed 1-form and just equal to the one already introduced in eq. (3.2). Including 
adjoint relations, we list 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

where the upper script "0" meaning the ground state is omitted and 

(3.6) 

We remark a fact <j I �i > = 1, then 0 = <j I Mi > also results in wi = <j I n (A) I �i >. 
The projection matrix in eq. (2.12) can be replaced with 

P= I �L (A�><�kOo)l (3_7) 
<�k (Ao) l�i (Ao)> ' 

which of course gives the same derivative as in eq. (2.13). The transformation in eq. (2.4) may 
be translated for the Riccati equattion and it is our interst.. Then it is necessary to construct 

- 1 I I 1 <�k and �i >. 

1�/> = (1-aP)Pli0l�j>. Plio= �i/�1 i. (3.8) 

which must satisfy I M/> = (JJ1-w/) 1�/>. It is not dfficult to show this directly, by using 
dP1 i0 = Pli0 (wi-w/). etc .. 
The adjoint case is obtained similarly, 
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(3.9) 

where P1k0 = �k/ � 1k, dP1k0 (wk1-wk) and wk = < �k 1.0·1 k >.We can again show < �k1 I 
satisfying < d �k 1 I = -< �k 1 I (.0 1- wk 1) . We remark that the unknown scalar factor p 

1i 0 in 
eq. (3.8) does not give any difficuty to construct the next-order projection matrix P1. This 
makes it possible to reconstruct the solutions recursively. 

Under j, k fixed, it is better to represent the solution of Riccati eq. as 

lj6j> = t lp><J>jP, <�k� = � q<qld)qk, (3.10) 

where <Pii (;.) = <P/ (;.) = 1. From eqs. (3.5) and (3.10) the A-dependent Riccati eq. can be 
obtained, 

d<J>P = yP-y.i<J>.P 
J J J J ' 

where 

-d<P j = v- j_v- .id) j p p j• p·, (3.11) 

(3.12) 

Both eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) self-consistently satisfy <PqP<Piq = <Pr 

4. Transformation of Riccati Solutions 

We can directly proliferate the solutions of RiCcati equation. If we take the j -th component 
of eq. (3.8), 

j61 i (;.) = j6i (;.)-a (;.) < �9_i I j6i (;.) > , (3.8) < j6o·l j6o· > . J J 
where I j60i > = I j6i (Ao) > and < �ok I = < �k Oo) I ,  the following is obtained, 

lj61(;.)> = lj6i (;.)>::�oilj6oi>-a().)  ljoi><�oilj6i (;.)> (4_1a) 1 <j6oilj6oi> -a(). )<j6oilj6 i ().)> ' 

<� 1(;.) I =  < �ok l j6ok><�k(A) 1-a().)<�k(;.) lj6ok><�okl (4_1b) k < �ok I j6 ok> -a (;.)< �k (;.) I j6 ok> · 

In these relations both factors a (;.) and a (;.) diverge at ). = Xo and ).0, respectively. Hence 
we obtain 

(4.2) 

From substitution of eq. (4.2) into eq. (3.11), the ). -independent Riccati eqs. are obtained as 

d<PoP· = VoP·-Vo·i<Po·P = Vo1 P-Voi-i<Po·P J J J J J J J • 

-d,i; j - v- i_v- j,i; j _ v- 1j_v- 1j,i; j '¥Op - Op Oi '¥Op - Op Oj 'POp, 

where <Po = <P (Ao), Yo = V (;.o) etc., and from these we can get 

where 

W- j - w- j,i; j Op - Oj '¥Op 
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- j _ - k - j Woq - 2Aoq 4iok , k 

relations (4.3) can be written as the eigenvalue equations, 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

<�okiAo = <�okiAolk><�okl· 
(4.6) 

This relatio makes it pssible to determine both vectors I �Oi > and < �Oi I from matrices A0 and 
A0, but this process is not so clear. Let's consider the first of eq. (4.6), 

2 AoqP4Joiq = � Aoqi4ioiq4ioiP· q q 
If we multiply 4iopi on the both sides, it can be reduced to 

(p r= j) 
As shown later by this relation we can solve 4iot basically. 

5. Two-Dimensional MX M-AKNS problem and Consevation Laws 

(4.7) 

In this section we limit the discussion to the case of two dimensios, and give the 1-form {1 
explicitely; 

N 
{1 (A;·) =  2Aniln( ·) = D(A;x,t)dx+F(A;x,t)dt, n=O (5.1) 

and consider the conservation laws which is important to derive the Hamiltonian formalism of 
problems. The principle is that "wi (A) is a closed form; dwi = 0". We denote 

where 

Taking .the exterior derivative of eq. (5_2) , we easily obtain 

If Ki (A) vanishes rapidly as x- ± oo, the A -1-expansion of Ji (A), 

1 (A) = 2 A-n']· (n) 
J n J ' 

should give infinite conserved densities under solvable conditions. 
As a primitive case for example, we take the MXM-AKNS system defined by 
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D ().;x,t) = i).A +Q (x,t), 

where A is constant and diagonal, while Q is an off-diagonal potential matrix. 

We specially take and denote the x-component of eq. (3.5a) as 

and use an expansion for convenience of calculations, 

After tedious calculations we can obtain an explicit formula of Riccati equation, 

and expand it as the ). -1-series as 
00 

<P/ (;.) = I). -n
<Pj./. (k ;z! j) n=l 

Substituting eq. (5.10) into eq. (5.9), we get 

). -o 
: 0 = q/ +i (ak-ai) <Pi./. 

). -1 : Ox<Pi./ = i (ak-ai) <Pi./+ �qm
k
<Pj.lm· 

It is necessary to take care of the order: ). -
n (2 � n), from eq. (5.10a) we obtain 

n-1 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11a) 

(5.11b) 

Ox <Pi./ = i (ak-ai) <Pi.n+1
k
+ � q m 

k
<Pi.n m_ ;

l,m
�

l
qm

i
<Pj,p m<Pj,n-:. (5.11c) 

These eqs. (5.17) show that <Pi,; can be solved recursively, and from substitution of eqs. (5.3), 

(5.8) into (5.5), we obtain the infinite conserved densities as 

J
.(n)=I

q
i
<P

· k 
J k k J,n • (n = 1,2,..) 

6. Derivation of Backlund Transformation 

(5.12) 

As shown in §5 we examine the two-dimensional MXM-AKNS system. The evolution oft is 

omitted for simlicity. 
4) 6A) 2 X 2- AKNS System: We denote the 2 X 2-AKNS equation as I �x > = D (). ;Q) I �>, 

where D (A ;Q) = -i). 0'3 + Q. o-3 one of Pauli's spin matrices. The ket I � > { = I � (). ,x) > } 
means usual column vector, while the bra < � I = (-�2. � 1) satisfies its adjoint equation, <�x I 
= - < � I D ().,x). The projection matrix is given by 

l�o><�ol 
<�ol�o> ' 

p 

which still satisfy eq. (2.13) and the potential proliferation (2.15) is reduced to 

(6,2) 

Elements of Q are denoted as Q21 = q and Q1 
2 = r. If the Riccati eq. is taken as r X = q- r T2 
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-2i,\T, the projection matrix is given by 

p = 1 (ro. -rQi'o J' (6.3) ro-ro 1 '-ro 

where ro = r(Ao;x) and To= rO.o;x). From eqs.(6.2) and (6.3) we can det 
(1) _ + 2i(,\o-Ao)roTo (6.4a) q - q (roro) · 

r(1) = r+ 2i (,\o-Ao) (6.4b) (ro-To) 
It is also possible to proliferate the solutions of Riccati equations by the fractional formula 
( 4.1) corresponding to 

r(l) (,\) = T(,\) (r0--:_ T0) -a(,\) ro (T(,\)-To) (6.5a) (ro-ro) -a(,\) (T(,\)-r0) • 

T<1>(,\) = 
T(,\)<_!'0-r0)-a(,\)J'o(T(,\)-ro) (6.5b) (r- ro)-a(,\) (r (,\)- ro) 

Both relations (6.4) and (6.5) give a direct and recursive soliton construction, because the Ric
cati equation is easily solved for the trivial (null) potential. Furthermore this process is simpler 
than using eqs. (2.4), (2.9), (6.1) and (6.2). It is not difficult to calculate a composite consist
ing of two transformations characterized by sets of parameters. (,\0)0) and (,\1, A1). It is in
teresting to examine the commutivity of two possible composits orderd by { (,\0, A0) , (,\1, 
i1) } and { (,\1, A1), (Ao, Ao) } , repectively. This can be shown as abelian then the process 
of N·soliton can be done uniquely without introducing any freedom. 

We can derive the BT without any meditation (P or r). It is basically impossible to elimin
ate the projection by using only eq. (6.2). Then we provide its differentiation as another inde
pendent relation. If eq. (2.13) is rewritten as 

Px = -itloa3P+iAoPa3 +i (,\o-Ao)Pa3P+ (Q, P), 

the RHS of eq. (6.2) can be differentiated as 

(6.6) 

[P, 113)x = i(llo+Ao) [P, 113)a3+i(,\o-Ao) [Pa3P, 113) + ((Q, P),a3). 
(6.7) 

The second and third terms of this relation still consist of the projection. From eq. (6.2) , 
however, the projection included in these terms can be eliminated basically, because eq. (6.2) is 
also solvable inversely. These two terms are written as 

Pa� =PoP, (6.8) 

where Po= (T0+ i'0) I (ro-i'o). From substitution of eqs. (6.7) and (6.8) into eq. (6.2) we 
can get 

(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 
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The meaning of these relations becomes clear, applying to such a special case as the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation. We simply take a case r = -q', and the spectrum point as pure imagin
ary Ao = i7JoU7o>O), then 

Eqs.(6.4) and (6. 9) are simplified to 
41JoTo c ) �q = 1+lrolz, �q, = -27JoPo(q+q l), 

(6.10) 

(6.11a) 

+ (1) - 2 (ro.x-To2 r·o;r) (6.1lb) q q - 1-lrol4 

On the other hand we can formally set A. = �0 in eq. (6.5), then rC l) (A.) yields a finite value, 

(6.12) 

From the view point of RHP, however, this setting is abnormal. This can be said as a "singular" 
transformation, but plays another key role for deriving the BT (see the former of eq. (6.10)) 
and the result is exactly same as eqs. (6.9). The intuitional method by konno and Wadati7Just 
corresponds to this. 

8) 68) M X M-AKNS System: The case of M = 3 had been treated by Case and Chiu , only by us-
ing the potential proliferation formula, 

(6.13) 

obtained from eq. (2.14), which yet remains the projection. To obtain a complete BT, we must 
eliminate the projection as shown in the 2 X 2-case. In this case, however, we note that the vari
tion �Q can not be given by P, because the freedom of P is less than the potential's. That is, the 
potential is under a certain constrain. We must emphasize eq. (6.13) still avairable under such 
a situation, and its inverse is given by, 

pki = ?-Qki 
i(A.o-A.o) (ai-ak) 

Because of 

pz = P or 

the diagonal entry is calculated as 

Similaly to eq. (6.7) we consider 

p.i = 2.P ip.q 
J q q J ' 

Px = (Q, P)-i(A.o-�o)PAP+iA.oAP-i�oPA, 

(6.14) 

(6.14b) 

(A, P)x = iA.oA (A, P) -i�o(A, P)A -i (A.o-�o) (A, PAP)+ (A, (Q, P)). 
The potential is differentiated as 

�Qx = i(AoA · �Q-�o�Q·A) +i(A.o-�o) (A, (Q, P)) 
+ (A.o-�o) 2 (A, PAP). 
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For elimination of P, we take the j-k element rf eq. (6.15) and use eq. (6.14), 

<j I (A, [Q, P)) lk> == . 
(ai-a�J 

� { Qq
it:J.Qkq QkqD..Qq

i 
} - (ai-ak) (piLp/)Qki. i(..lo-..lo) q aq-ak ai-aq 

<. ·1 (A p•Ap) lk> = _ ai-ak "' D..Q9ia9D..Qkq ( ) ( i k) i J , n ( , ) 2 "-< ( ) ( ) + ai-ak aiPi + akPk Pk , ..lo-Ao q ai-aq aq-ak 
where � must be taken for q ;;6 j, k. Eq. (6.15) can be reduced to 

D..Qk1 = i(..loai-.Xoak)D..Qki_i(..lo-.Xo) { (aiQ/i-akQki)pii+ (akQ/i-aiQki) p/} 

(6.16) 

omit it here. However, we can show that functions cPiok may be determined from eq. (4.4) , 
which is explicitly given by 

If we introduce 

D..g'i = �D..Qq
icPoiq• q 

eq. (6.17a) can be reduced to 

D..g'i-D..g'k = i(..lo-}:o) • (ai-ak). 

A general solution is easily given by 

(j = 1,2 .. ,M) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

and we remark that an arbitrary function � is equal to the value of both sides in eq. (4.7) . 

From eqs. (6.4) and (6.6) we can omit D.. g'i and change the notation to the one consisting of 
components �ok (k =1,2, .. ,M), 

(6.21) 

This is homogeneous as to I �o > = I �Oi >, that is, equal to eq. (4.6) and � = <j I { D1 (.X0)-D 
(..lo) } I � Oi>- If we want to get a nontrivial solution, the characteristic equation 

(6.22) 

must be solved but it is not easy to solve when the order is higher. At least we say that the 

eigenvalue problem can be solved. 

7. Concluding Remarks and Discussions 

A direct potential proliferation formula had been derived for generally integrable NLEE and 
translated into the one of Riccati equation. That a "fractional" transformation is obtained. The 
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RHT of course enables us to describe contributions from continuous scattering data, but we can· 
9) 

not get a good sucsess relating the analysis for continuous scattering data with the present 

case. We must note the form of projection in eq. (2.9) is not general, ie., such a sine-Gordon 

type of equation can not be treated without some improvements. Furthermore we can employ a 
5) 

more complicated projection matrix, which may effect to the freedom in eq. (2.14) . 
It was shown that the BT can be derived in two ways. The one directly uses the potential 

proliferation (6.2) , while a singular transformation (4.2) gives the other. Along this line we 

obtained the BT, that is, eqs. (6.9) or (6.16) is regarded as a nonlinear equation recursively 

determine potentials { Q1, Q}. As shown in eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) it is also possible to obtain 

a relation between potentials { Q1, Q} and Riccati solutions solutions { <Poki· cPoki } , without 

any their derivatives. For the case of M = 2, we obtain 

(7.1) 

It is well-known that a psedopotential plays an important role for deriving the BT and infi

nite dimensional algebra relating with symmetric transformation. We must note <Po1 2 regarded 

as a psedopotential. We can expect to connect our method with the infinite dimensional algebra. 

It is interesting to research the connection of that algebra with the scattering matrix defined in 

the RHT or inverse scattering method. 
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